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Ask the question, ‘What is the meaning of life?’ of anyone
and the first thing you typically hear in reply is nervous
laughter.  This question, ‘What is the meaning of life?’
has the power to make us profoundly uncomfortable both
because of its scope and the frightening implications
inherent in a number of possible replies.  It’s not the sort
of question we’re used to hearing asked seriously, and
it’s not the kind of question for which our parents taught
us some ingenious little maxim.  In  fact, one of the worst
ways to respond to someone who has asked this question
in all earnestness is with a snappy automatic answer.  In
philosophical counselling this question arises fairly often.

But before the question, ‘What is the meaning of life?’
can be answered properly, whether within a philosophical
counselling situation or elsewhere, it’s essential to
discover why it’s being asked in the first place;  within
what frame of reference or context is the questioner
expecting the answer to be located?  What is the
questioner after?

The question, ‘What is the meaning of life?’ and its
response may be situated within three very different
contexts:  the academic, the religious, and the personal.
The context within which the question has been asked
dictates the appropriateness of any given response.  In
the introduction to his recent book The Meaning of Life
(one of surprisingly few philosophical books exclusively
devoted to this topic) editor and professor of philosophy
E. D. Klemke writes,

‘In turning to possible answers to the question of the
meaning of life, we find different approaches or stances:

I. The theistic answer

II The non-theistic alternative

III. The approach that questions the meaningfulness
of   the question’.2

Klemke’s point is that an answer can be given in one of
these three different modes.  But I believe that in order
for the answer to make sense, and to be meaningful to
the questioner, it must be given within the context in
which the question was asked in the first place.  It must
take into account the ground from which this question
has emerged.  Problems arise whenever the offered
answer simply disregards the context of the question, or
assumes that the context is a particular given.  For
example, a theistic answer presented within the context
of an anthropological or sociological discussion will most
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likely prove unsatisfying to the questioner;  likewise,
questioning the meaningfulness of the question itself
while in the company of the religiously devout may be
perceived by them as a callous display of disrespect for
their spiritual concerns.

Therefore the important question about the answer to the
question, ‘What is the meaning of life?’ is not, ‘How
should the answer be framed?’ but rather, ‘Within what
context was it asked:  was it within the academic, within
the religious, or within the personal?’

Having achieved an academic doctorate and teaching at
the university level, having been born and raised a
fundamentalist Christian, and presently being an agnostic
philosophical counsellor has given me the wonderful
opportunity to gain an insight into the meaning of the
question and the sort of replies that are desired within all
three contexts.

The Academic
In the classroom the question, ‘What is the meaning of
life?’ is usually based on a simple scholarly curiosity and
generally leads to just one more intellectual exercise
among many. Students soon notice that this question is
not easily answered by means of a phenomenological
investigation of the constituents of life because an
objective description of a life tells you nothing about its
meaning.  An empirical or scientific inquiry won’t
produce an answer that makes any sense either because
empirical science is concerned with intrinsic properties
and measurable effects - such as size, weight, and velocity
- not with meaning.  A scientific investigation into a game
of tennis may result in a lot of information about the ball,
the court, and even the biology of the players but none of
it will reveal why those two individuals are engaged in
smacking a ball back and forth in the first place.  The
meaning of the game to its players is of no concern to
empiricists.  This may lead the academic instructor to
point out to his students that the British philosopher and
mathematician Bertrand Russell said the study of science
and scientific study can make the world seem even more
purposeless and more void of meaning than we might
have feared on our own.3

The instructor will no doubt point out that meaning is
not an intrinsic property of anything in nature; it’s always
an investment.  Things don’t have meaning, but we
humans sometimes attribute meaning to them.  For
example, an octagonal piece of tin painted red with the
white letters S, T, O, and P on it has no intrinsic meaning.
But we stop when we see it because we understand what
it means.  The study of the meaning of signs is called
semiology, and semiology doesn’t concern itself with the
meaning of life, because life is not a sign, it’s perhaps
more like a process or an event.

NOTES
1 Presented as part of the Existential Philosophy Symposium at the
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2 Klemke E. D.  The Meaning of Life.  New York:  Oxford University
Press, 2000.  3.
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And the instructor might also caution those students who
harbour any sort of belief in a spiritual life after death
that the British empiricist philosopher David Hume
warned that if we judge by natural reason alone there is
no evidence to suggest that life has any meaning past
one’s time spent living here on earth.4   Furthermore the
instructor may mention that various philosophers have
said different, and often contradictory, things about what
constitutes a meaningful life.  Three centuries before
Christ, the Epicureans held that in order to live a
meaningful life a person needs to fulfil her desires, while
the Stoics held that a meaningful life is only possible
when a person completely restrains her desires, a position
that was later adopted by the Christians.

The instructor will no doubt mention that the modern
American philosopher Thomas Nagel writes that we
humans are able to look at life from within as well as
from without, and that it’s precisely because we humans
can take an objective perspective on life that it has the
potential to seem absurd.  Nagel explains that subjectively
life makes perfect sense because the conditions which
help life make sense, such as happiness and unhappiness,
achievement and failure, love and isolation, are simply
given.  But he warns that the philosophical study of the
meaning of life threatens to disintegrate that very
meaning to absurdity because it takes the search for an
objective meaning of life as though it were a serious
undertaking.5   The instructor may offer for example the
great literary writers Albert Camus6  and Leo Tolstoy7

who both fell victim to trying to find objective meaning
in what is a subjective experience.  They testified to the
existential absurdity of life - Camus because life observed
from the outside seemed to him like repetitive drudgery,
and Tolstoy because he could see no higher purpose to
the activities in his privileged personal life.  These two
writers seem to prove Nagel’s point that an attempt to
philosophically analyse the meaning of life from an
objective perspective has the potential to make it seem
existentially absurd despite the fact that it’s not
experienced subjectively as absurd at all.  The instructor
may then tell his students that philosophically analysing
the meaning of life is something like analysing the
experience of love:  the more closely love is scrutinized
the more absurd it seems.  But just because we’re unable
to objectively and philosophically define the meaning of
love doesn’t mean we may dismiss love as an absurdity.
The same holds for life.

It’s possible that students will eventually arrive at the
realization that asking the question, ‘What is the meaning
of life?’ in an academic context is a kind of category
mistake;8  it’s like asking, ‘What colour is Beethoven’s
fifth symphony?’  And finally they will probably conclude
that, no matter what the great philosophers have said,
nothing about human existence can have any meaning

anyway because in a few million years from now our sun
will explode, the orderly orbits within our galaxy will
degenerate into chaos, and all life will be brought to an
end either by fire or by ice.  But for most students none of
this really matters because it’s only an academic exercise
anyway, unless, of course, there’s going to be a question
about it on the final exam.

The Religious
An academic response is clearly not appropriate when
the question has been asked in a religious context.  When
the question, ‘What is the meaning of life?’ is asked in a
religious context it may involve issues as varied as the
desire for doctrinal clarification, a search for spiritual
revitalization, or a plea for pastoral comforting.

That is, it may be a request for more information about
the travel plan or road map that some super-human force
or intelligence has charted;  a yearning for confirmation
that we’re on the right course.  If meaning is never
intrinsic but only attributed, then in a religious context
it’s understood as a given that meaning always only flows
from some higher force or supernatural being.  Many
religiously devout individuals believe that even while
each person may be the author of his or her own life there
is nonetheless at least a rough outline that must be
followed, one that has been drawn up by some far more
talented author, and into which each individual narrative
of a life must flow if it’s to have meaning in the larger
scheme of things. So the question, ‘What is the meaning
of life?’ in this context typically asks for clarifying
information: how should I write my life in order for it to
constitute a meaningful chapter in this Cosmic Book?

At other times it’s a question of teleology;  it’s an end-
point or goal oriented question asking where all of life is
headed:  What is the ultimate purpose of life?  This is in
contrast to Heidegger’s existentialist assertion that each
of us has been ‘thrown into life’9  through no will of our
own and left completely at the mercy of happenstance.
It’s based on the assumption that one’s life has a purpose
though we may not be aware of it, that one’s personal
goals ought to be consistent with the goal of life in general,
and that one’s life is only a means to an end with the
ultimate question being: exactly what am I to strive for?
It’s the wish to be secure in the knowledge that every
personal decision that is made within a particular life
will bring that individual a step closer to God’s ultimate
purpose for all of humankind.  It’s the desire to
understand God’s will regarding the orderly unfolding
of the universe.  In effect it’s a desire to read the mind of
God.

It’s asking the same question Aristotle asked two
thousand years ago when he wrote,

‘If, then, there is some end of the things we do . . .   will
not the knowledge of it have a great influence on life?
Shall we not, like archers who have a mark to aim at, be
more likely to hit upon what is right?’10

4 Hume, David.  ‘Essays on Suicide and the Immortality of the Soul.’
Essay II, sec. 2. The Philosophy Source CD.  Daniel Kolak ed. Belmont,
CA: Wadsworth, 2000.
5 Nagel, Thomas.  The View From Nowhere.  New York:  Oxford
University Press, 1986.  214-216, 223.
6 Camus, Albert.  The Myth of Sisyphus. J. O’Brien trans.  New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1955.
7 Tolstoy, Leo.  A Confession and Other Religious Writings.  Jane
Kentish trans.  New York:  Viking Penguin, 1987.
8 Gilbert Ryle first coined the term ‘category mistake’ in his book
The Concept of Mind  (London: Butchison, 1949).

9 Heidegger, Martin.  Being and Time.  Joan Stambaugh trans.  New
York:  State University of New York Press, 1996.  135-137.
10 Aristotle.  ‘Nicomachean Ethics.’  Book 1, Section 2. The
Philosophy Source CD.  Daniel Kolak ed. Belmont, CA: Wadsworth,
2000.
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Human beings are the only creatures on earth who are
able to take a perspective that is separate from, while at
the same time participating in, the experience of life.11

We’re the only creatures able to ask ourselves: what is,
and what should be, the purpose of the life I’m living?
But David Hume pointed out that it’s impossible for
human beings to discern the meaning of life by
themselves.  He writes,

‘It’s not only impossible for a man to decide, in any given
period, of the progress of his existence, of what utility or
consequence he may be to society; but without the faculty
of prescience, it’s still more impracticable for him to divine
what purpose he may be intended to serve in the many
mysterious revelations of futurity.’12

Hume would be the first to admit that only a superhuman
intelligence would be capable of such foresight.  Within
the religious context it’s accepted that the most accurate
answer to the question, ‘What is the meaning of life?’ can
only come through the contemplation of sacred texts and
teachings, through meditation, or through direct
revelation in response to prayer.  The affirmation that
these activities will indeed be rewarded with insights
into the meaning of life can have a refreshingly vitalizing
effect on a person’s spirit.

And yet the question,  ‘What is the meaning of life?’ may
not be a request for doctrinal clarification or spiritual
revitalization at all but rather a symptom of existential
angst. It may be an expression of doubt about the
significance of one’s own humble spark of life within the
brilliant fireball of cosmic vitality.  That is, it may be an
expression of acute anxiety over one’s trivial worth.
Furthermore it may be an expression of fear over what to
expect in the after life, in other words an expression of
‘post-existence angst’:  Will I be rewarded or punished
for how I have lived my life?  Then again it may not be an
expression of anything at all but rather, as in the case of
the Biblical Job, a question over the suffering that has to
be endured.  It may be asking: why do I deserve these
hardships that have befallen me?  In this case it’s not a
request for an explanation of the cold, hard facts about
the purpose of life as such but rather an appeal for the
warmth of human empathy and the comfort of divine
compassion.

When the question, ‘What is the meaning of life?’ erupts
from a condition of such personal anguish and despair
within the context of pastoral counselling it may benefit
from an approach not unlike the one found in
philosophical counselling.

The Personal

Dear Peter,

Would you be so kind as to share with me your personal
views as to what it is that gives your life meaning?  For
example, when you set the scales of life before you, and
where no external influences/reinforcements are there
(including the influence of some deity) to distract you

from assessing and assigning what you perceive is the
value in life,  what does your internal voice say that
induces you to remain a life participant when it’s quite
apparent that the other side of the scale is so much more
heavily weighted with reasons not to remain?

This is how the message began that I saw on the computer
screen in front of me.  It was dated June 30, 1997, and was
a personal e-mail message addressed to me in my capacity
as a philosophical counsellor.  In subsequent messages I
learned that the highly educated professional woman who
sent it was suffering from suicidal despair because her
physical ailments had become so debilitating that she
was unable to practice the profession which had
previously given her life its meaning.  Over the next three
years our discussion focused not so much on answering
the question from either an academic or a religious
perspective as coming to terms with the surgery she
required, the recovery that was necessary, the low self-
esteem she felt in connection with not having been able
to prevent several suicides in her immediate family, and
her inability to meet her own perfectionist standards at
her place of work.  When this was done we turned our
attention to discovering new and meaningful projects that
she would be physically able to handle.

In philosophical counselling the question, ‘What is the
meaning of life?’ is asked most often within this context
of the personal.  It’s in the context of the personal that it’s
at its most immediate, most subtle, and in which the
answer fulfils the most vital role because it’s here that the
person asking the question always has a vested interest
in the answer.  Here the problem of the meaning of life is
often a sort of scepticism about motivation, that is, it
involves the underlying question: why should I bother to
live my life when it hurts so much to continue?13   The
implicit request is not for an increase in meaning but for
a decrease in pain.

A careful observation of human affairs, especially within
the life narratives presented in a counselling setting,
suggests that contentment is a natural state of being, and
that for most people life is full enough of meaning when
it’s not filled with distress.  For most of us, when times
are good the meaning of life manifests itself precisely by
virtue of escaping our attention.  A child that is well
loved and well cared for will be so engrossed in planning
the kinds of projects, and experiencing the various
adventures, that present themselves unexpectedly
throughout a young life that the question of the meaning
of life simply never comes to mind.  For adults meaning
is found not only within the immediate act of participation
but in the long-range relationship between our actions
and among our projects and commitments.14   As
sociologist Anthony Giddens puts it,

‘The threat of meaninglessness is ordinarily held at bay
because routine activities, in combination with basic trust,
sustain ontological security.  Potentially disturbing
existential questions are defused by the controlled nature

11 This observation comes from Paul Tillich’s The Courage to Be.
London:  Collins, 1952.  54-55.
12 Hume, Ibid.

13 This perspective comes from Thomas Nagel’s book The View From
Nowhere.  New York:  Oxford University Press,  1986. 218.
14 For a discussion of meaning as located in the relationships
between projects see Galen K. Pletcher  ‘Meaning and Awareness of
Death.’  Awareness of Mortality.  Jeffrey Kauffman, ed.  Amityville,
NY:  Baywood Publishing, 1995.  67.
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of day-to-day activities within internally referential
systems.’15

It’s when the day-to-day activities of life seem to lose
their previous internal connection to our hopes and
dreams, when life becomes an arduous struggle, and
when it begins to feel the way Camus16  described it - like
a heavy boulder that must be repeatedly pushed up a
steep mountain - that the question, ‘Why is this happening
to me?’ or ‘What is this all about?’ worms its way into
awareness.  From someone for whom life has become a
burden the question,  What is the meaning of life? is the
desire to know where the happiness of youth has
disappeared to.  It’s not necessarily a search for meaning
as much as it is a search for a childhood paradise lost.
Certainly the question may arise in moments of complete
contentment, while basking in the sun beside a tropical
ocean or while gazing up at the stars from a comfortable
lawn chair on a summer night.  But at these times the
question is not meant as a catalyst to serious metaphysical
inquiry but simply as an expression of personal - and
often passing - curiosity about the transcendent  mysteries
of life.  It is merely academic.

When the question, ‘What is the meaning of life?’ arises
early on in a philosophical counselling context it is
generally safe to assume that something has seriously
compromised what that client once held life’s meaning to
be.  The e-mail message above is one example.  Another
comes from an essay found on an Internet web site:

‘Occasionally I get bummed out and begin asking,
‘What’s the purpose of life?’  I ask this because I see that
most people live without purpose, without caring about
others or about any cause.  For me, that life is not worth
living.’17

Notice that the essay begins with the words,  ‘Occasionally
I get bummed out.’  Rather than the question being the
cause of this individual getting bummed out, it’s in fact
the feeling of being bummed out that precipitates the
question.  To the philosophical counsellor this suggests
that this individual is asking the question because life
has somehow become so difficult that it seems - at this
juncture in time at least - not worth living.  The question
may simply be a cry of despair, not about life in general,
but about a number of unpleasant or distressing
particulars which have converged to make a previously
satisfying life overwhelmingly painful.  Sigmund Freud
warned that

‘the moment a man questions the meaning of life and
value of life he is sick. . . . By asking this question one is
merely admitting to a store of unsatisfied libido to which
something else must have happened, a kind of
fermentation leading to sadness and depression.’18

Contrary to Freud, philosopher Peter Koestenbaum insists
that it’s precisely the denial of existential anxiety that
produces the symptoms of mental illness such as neurosis,
maladjustment, melancholia, and so forth.19   But as a
practising philosophical counsellor I have learned that
both existential anxiety and the denial of that anxiety are
simply nonexistent when life is experienced as pleasure
rather than pain.  The question of the meaning of life in
a philosophical counselling situation is usually associated
with incomprehensible misfortunes that have made a
formerly good life unbearable, like the loss of a loved one
through sudden death or divorce, serious damage to
personal identity due to complex life changes, or the
disruption of meaningful connections with significant
others.

For example, one of my clients began by telling me he
would like to discuss the meaning of life.  But through a
series of sessions he revealed that he was feeling alienated
from his wife and children, he was unable to keep up
with the oppressive work load of his profession, and he
had a very low opinion of himself because he seemed to
be failing at everything:  being a good husband, being a
good father, and being a good employee.  As it turned
out what he really wanted was not to discuss the meaning
of life at all but help with reducing the stress and distress
in his life so that he could enjoy it once again.  Another
client who said she wanted to discuss the meaning of life
eventually revealed that her life had been turned upside
down when she finally admitted to herself and her
religiously devout parents that she was a lesbian.  Again,
the issue she really wanted to deal with was not the
meaning of life at all but how to maintain her self-esteem
in light of the anti-homosexual position of her parents’
church.  These two clients, like many others, had begun
with an abstract question about the meaning of life in
general, but behind it there lurked a profound feeling of
defeat over the difficult life they felt forced to live.

What both psychoanalysts and existentialist philosophers
sometimes fail to notice is that when life is expressed as
meaningless that expression is neither a symptom of
psychopathology nor does it always indicate the client’s
total awareness of the philosophical conundrum which
generated it.  For the suffering client it is first and foremost
reference to a feeling, but one that has been precipitated
by difficult and complex life circumstances.  What
philosophers and others have described as existential
angst, nausea, anguish, absurdity, and meaninglessness
are in fact not mental illnesses nor intellectual states at
all;  they are felt by the client as powerful emotional states
which often succeed in completely camouflaging the
moral, political, spiritual, and practical reasons behind
their emergence. Consequently it seems very unlikely that
the elimination, on a personal level, of either existential
anxiety or the meaninglessness of life could be achieved
through medication or some abstract theoretical
discourse.  It can only be accomplished through a
mitigation of the feelings of distress and hopelessness by
means of the practical resolution of their antecedents,
namely the events and beliefs the client experiences as
her overwhelming everyday problems in life.

15 Giddens, Anthony.  Modernity and Self-Identity.  Stanford:
Stanford University Press, 1991.  202.
16 Camus, Ibid.
17 Sarles, Sharon.  ‘What’s the Purpose of Life’
www.ethicalculture.org/aeuves/purpose.
18 In Letters of Sigmund Freud.  James Stern and Tania Stern, trans.
E. L. Freud, ed.  New York:  Harcourt, 1960.  436.

19 Koestenbaum, Peter.  The New Image of the Person:  The Theory and
Practice of Clinical Philosophy.  Westport, CT:  Greenwood Press, 1978.
231.
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This is not to say that a discussion of the meaning of life
cannot be undertaken on a more abstract level once a
client’s immediate personal problems have been
mitigated.  There are a number of simple strategies
available for the client whose expressed desire to inquire
into the meaning of life isn’t coerced by suffering.  For
example, it could be suggested to the client that they
should consider their desires, hopes, and wishes that have
been/have not been met as pointing to meaning;  they
could revisit past personal accomplishments at work or
in the family and see these as giving meaning;  they could
consider their relationships and connections with others
as giving meaning;  they could consider meaning as not
something life intrinsically has but as something which
they can produce or create and given to life;  they could
survey their life backwards to find a possible  ‘thread’ of
choices they have made that give meaning; they could
search for meaning within the simple, momentary episodes
of their life rather than within its whole complex structure;
they could imagine that the search for the meaning of his
life is itself its purpose and meaning; or they could
consider the meaning of life as simply being - living in the
moment, as a Taoist would put it.20

In conclusion, and simply put, when life is kind the
question of meaning does not arise on a personal level.
In fact I would venture to say that for most people it’s not
at all necessary to have an answer to the question, ‘What
is the meaning of life?’  So long as life continues to feel
good simply living it is its meaning.  I also believe it’s
safe to assume that in the majority of instances in which
the question, ‘What is the meaning of life?’ does arise in
a philosophical counselling situation it’s rarely the case
that it has been asked from an academic or religious
perspective.  Behind it there is most likely some profound
personal dissatisfaction or disappointment with life’s
present circumstances.  The counsellor’s job therefore is
to help the questioner deal with those life problems,
regain an earlier contentment with life, and rediscover
that place where, when the question, ‘What is the meaning
of life?’ was asked it was accompanied by a little
comfortable laughter.

Peter B. Raabe teaches philosophy and has a private
practice in philosophical counselling in North Vancouver,
Canada.␣  He is the author of the book␣ Philosophical
Counseling:␣  Theory and Practice.

20 Adapted from a collection of seventeen steps in an inquiry into
the meaning of life in Appendix C of my book Philosophical
Counselling:  Theory and Practice.  Westport, CONN.:  Praeger, 2001.
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